All good things happen

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 11, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #11 Abduction, Federal Open of my Body, Devel Control and others
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I
AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS, UNLESS
I SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Orders, Commands,
Comrandas, etc., can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious penalties including charges and
sentences on you. When I write the word ORDER anywhere, it means double ORDER. When I write
the word COMMAND anywhere it means a double COMMAND.
I COMRANDA all States/Countries in this Earth, are to use all my Articles to transition/change the
way they are operating, to protect themselves, and the environment. There is no excuse for any
country to not follow my Commands, Comrandas and higher. The States/countries in this world and
the Chreations, are to begin immediately, right now in making the changes happen according to my
Articles.
Miami-Dade Police Abduction
The Federal government, State government, Republic government, many government agencies,
Monarchies, and other entities and individuals, destroyed my body and other versions of me when they
abducted me on January 1 to January 4, 2017, from the Miami International Airport when I returned
from my Choronation on December 25, 2016. I AM “The Chreator” and my responsibilities are many,
and so in all variations of life, I am to be represented by my other versions. The federals and others
abducted and put me in their areas where they have their equipment, machines, and tools set up so they
can take from me what is not theirs and to remove from me what I must have to use to do my work in
all variations of life. From this Federal and the others abduction and destruction on my physical body,
I am sick, in pain and live continuous torture by them.
Barak Obama and Federal Illegal Opening of My Body
Barak Obama told me that he received a Decree that states that he must send me a document to my
home address notifying me of who I AM between 2012 and 2013, because they had obstructed the
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changes to occur in the Earths before the year 2000. He said he and the others decided not to do what
the decree stated but to open my body and my brain illegally.
Barak Obama told me that he and his wife Michelle Obama and many others opened my body in
January 2013 and removed from me my information, my inner selves, and much more. They tore me
up and destroyed me to get what they want from me illegally and to use my power and authority to do
what they want, when they want. The US Department of Records and Record Management, Office of
the Federal Register, The National Archives and Records Management, are also responsible.
I COMRANDARA Barak Obama, Michelle Obama, the Federal government, State government,
Senate, Governors, Mayors, Republic government, many government agencies, Monarchies, and other
entities and individuals including the camera crew, the news media, to charges of illegally opening my
body and removing from me my personal valuables and continue to destroy my life, and to charges
higher than Treasonaminuous. I sentenced you all to life imprisonment with no parole, in all places
where you exist. You are to be in maximum imprisonment with all full punishments in many
variations and others to come, curses on you, and all terror, horror, torment, and wickednesses roll
back and reversed to you. If you ever escape, there is always a place for you to be incarcerated and to
continue your sentencing with no end. Every place you can be, and every elevation and levels you go
to, you are charged and sentenced in this Earth and all outside places other than all the Earths.
Everything you all own belong to me.
The State of Florida gave the Federal Government and the others permission to tear up Florida air,
elements, the ground, and the environment so these wicked devels can tear me up and destroy me in
2013. These wicked devels, they continue to do these wicked things to me, and they again did it in a
major event on January 1 to 4, 2017 at the Miami International Airport, and up to today. On January 1,
2017, the Federal government, the State of Florida, TSA, Homeland Security, Miami Dade Police, and
many others gutted my inner selves out, killed my many versions of me, they abducted us, and raped
us repeatedly. This is one of the many wickednesses they wanted to do why they obstructed the many
changes to happen in the earth before 2000, and they opened my body and took me out and began
destroying me since January 2013.
The State of Florida is responsible for my physical pain and ailments they have insurrected in my life
illegally. I Comranda the State of Florida to send me my private personal physical fitness/health card
that has unlimited access to all medical care with no charges to me, and no expiration date, so I can
take care of all the wickednesses they did to me since they began to terror, torture, and to kill me in
this Natural Earth and all the places I AM to be present.
Federal Destruction of the Earth
The federal government, the republic government, the republicans, the governors, mayors, Monarchies,
and many others, have been doing many wicked and unthinkable things to this Earth, these Earths and
Chreations. They have destroyed the air elevations and levels and put many gaps that the air planes
can have turbulences and fall through, they have destroyed the elements and control the stars, moon,
sun, other element areas, and the underground illegally, and they are never to go to these places. They
have obstructed many good changes to happen in this Earth and the entire Chreation. You cannot see
what they have done with the naked eyes. They did many of these wicked things just to say they did
it.
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The Chreator, GOG, and Righteousness
As “The Chreator, GOG, and Righteousness”, I have lots of work to do. It is not a job description you
can understand or for you to know. What you know the devels will know and that is not to be so for
me. You are not me, cannot be me, and can never be me, and you do not have my responsibilities. It
is not just this Earth that I am responsible for. It is the entire Chreations and other places that are not
Chreations. What I can tell you about my job description is what I have been doing since January 8
first Article 1-1B, and my work since then has been self-explanatory.
Some of the Ways the Devels gets in our Body to Control us
The devels get in our bodies through many holes we know and other holes we do not know we have.
We have holes in our arm pit, in the middle of our foot bottom, and hand middle, and the devels knows
where to find these holes. We have holes also in our navel, bottom, penis, vagina, mouth, ears, nose,
eyes. The devel gets in the holes in our face and head to control our minds, eyes, speech, tongue,
voices, brain, thinking, planning, knowing, memory, our smell, our immune system, our hearing them
and hearing what they want us to hear. Once they get in they have many connections they put in our
bodies and they remove many things from inside us so we are empty and they can fill up in the empty
places with themselves reduced to small grains. After many possessions, they put in us, we then
become sick from many ailments. If we are not taking the essence protections, eating the right food,
our environments are unsafe, including our home, we cannot control what they do to us.
I am explaining many things to you as you should know who you are, who I AM, and what has been
happening. If I was around all these many years, there should not be any confusion about whose God
is the right one, or which church is the right one, or which faith is the right one. As you can see and
know, all these religious faiths and deities have conflict with each other, as to which one is right. For
example, there are many different Christian faith and they all conflict with each other. No leader over
life can support divisions and conflicts amongst each other and allowing lack, disaster, hunger,
drought, sicknesses, terror, deaths, and many wars. You should not have to pray to me to ask for help
or else I am not a Chreator or a leader. I should know that you have lack and fix the problems, as I
have been doing here in this Natural Earth Since January, 2017. Therefore, you have not had any
leaders over you who are the right leaders or a true leaders, since I was killed and many of the other
true leaders have been killed and denied their authority. You should know that the full understanding
of what you are reading may not come to you, because you are under devel leadership and under devel
sorcery all around you and in these Earths.
No one in the Earths was born with sin and no Adam or Eve birth in the Earth as the bible and other
books stated; they are all lies. No Jesus born on the Earth and no Jesus crucified on this Earth or any
Earths. No Mary and Joseph parents of Jesus in these Earths. These stories you have read, are in
many Chreations from a very long time ago and are still used in new Chreations to deceive. The
devels kill the Chreators and leaders, corrupt the mind of the lives inside the Chreations, and takes over
through planned, tested, and experienced brute force.
No more Father Christmas, St Nicholas, Mary and Joseph in a Manger
I burn out all God the Father/God the Fathers, Father Christmas, St. Nicholas, Mary & Joseph, Santa
Clause/Santa Cruses. You all burn, burn, burn, burn, with the Ucalyptus oil, rice oil, blue powder oil,
jackaranda oil, and turpentine oil, and never return or regenerate, or recreate, or resuscitate, or
resurrect. You are completely wiped out and all approved and approve.
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My DC Office
When I visited the District of Columbia, in November 2016, I saw what is left of my office and my
buildings. I did visit the Senate building, the Congress building, and the Records Office was closed
when I tried to get in. I noticed the different zones, sectionings, and the cost for everything. The entire
DC area is sucked out dry. I did request to visit the White House, as it is called, and the President
denied my visit in 2016. On my first night, the federal government used dynamite to destroy my brain
and to torture me in my hotel where I stayed.
Bureaumissioners
The Bureaumissioners can interview and hire other Bureaumissioners who are Black women, and a
few American Indian Women, a few Oriental women, and Jamaican Black Women from this Natural,
Real, Flesh Earth with the right qualifications and none who are plastic, rubber, electromagnetic,
tremoline, electronic, mechanical or paraplegics. There are to be about 12 women leaders in the
Bureaumissioner positions.
Charges for the New York State Governor
The New York State Governor did not distribute and connect to the overseas countries, local places,
and Trump wars erupted since Trump stopped focusing on repealing the Obama Care. No war is to
ever happen. Therefore, the New York State Governor is responsible for many deaths and higher than
Treason, he should already be arrested and in prison.
Who Are the Earth Lives
There are many different peoples in these Earths living together as one. This Natural Earth we are
living in has many peoples from Mars, Uranium, Lucifer Creations, Jackson Creations, McLaren
Chreations, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, Venesia, Vermiele, Mckenzie Chreations, Panda Mina
Chreations, Jamaica Kingdums Chreations, Cyrillis Chreations, Angels Chreations, Chero Bims and
Serapins Chreations, and much more.
Protection from our Body Hair
The hair on our bodies and in our private areas are there to protect us from devel intrusions. Your
pussy/vagina, cocky/penis must have hair to cut the devels and to protect you. You can wear your
swim wear with your private parts hair showing. It is there just like the hairs on your head to protect
and to hide what is there. When you cut the hair off, the devel gets inside your private areas easily.
When your pubic/vagina and armpit hairs are showing it is not a shame, only the devels have shame.
Rankings & Peoples
In this Earth we have Rankings and many different types of Peoples. The Rankings are the leaders.
The Peoples are not to lead as the devel will overpower them. The peoples esisted in other chreations
outside the Earth, and because of devels they have to be put in places of safety and the Earth ball is a
place of safety. No one in this round Earth ball is to go outside of this round ball.
The astronauts have very limited places they are to visit, and they only go in controlled space areas I
have set up for them to visit. They have gone extremely far outside the control areas, and keep telling
you lies of their visits to the moon, mars, pluto, the sun, and other places that are not true. The news
media knows the truth and they are in conspiracy with the governments to deceive you. The Earths are
not connected to Heaven.
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The Heaven is animal and insect places where they are made, and the devel took over the Heavens and
control it so on one is to go to the Heavens. The devels are animals, insects, and a variety of species.
This Earth is being led by devels and the Federal government and the Republic governments are
devels. Governments are the insect, animal, species devels. The Earth round ball is not to be opened,
and when we die we stay in this Earth, as they are many different elevations and levels in this Earth for
us, already made, and not the heavens.
Bear
The Koala and the Pandas are not bear and not to be killed. All White Polar Bears are not to be killed
at this time.
Trump
Donald Trump, are you also a dog? Barak Obama already told me he is a man. There is a saying that
a dog is a man’s best friend. Are you and Barak amalgamated and working together as one to prove
this saying is so?
Crown and TICK Message for the Devels
Earth peoples and Rankings do not need to wear crowns. We build crowns and give crowns away. We
chreate gold and many precious metals so we are not short of crowns. The devels, the many
Supernaturals including the Centex, the Interlope and others, need to wear crowns and two TICK, both
man and woman wear it. Their names must be on it or else it cannot fit. If their mind and heart is not
good and fit, and if they have wickednesses and insurrection in them, then the crown and TICK will
reject them. They will be turned away and told you need to be developed. You will need to return all
you have taken from others, rid and separate from the devels, treat others the way they want to be
treated, be helpful and supportive to others, and remove envy from your minds.
You must find the highest leeder who is a woman and can never be a man. If any man is over her head
then she is not the highest one. You have to travel to go to the next higher leeder who usually have a
man over the head, but that is not how it is to be. In your journey, the highest of the leeders do not
have a man over her. Others may have a man over them and sometimes you will see a man leeder.
Ask for everything they have for you, as it is not only the TICK, and the Crown you will get. There
are many things that were taken from you, and you will get them in small portions so use what you get
not in the presence of the giver. Go to another area and use them quickly as you can, so they do not
see what you get.
When you get anything in the open without a cover, and the giver can see what it is, use them right
there quickly. After you get the things from them, most times it is good not to travel on the same road
to get to the next highest leeder. You may need to go to another area and find a new road, as they are
not to be connected. Never get any information or ask information from a supervisor or a manager or a
boss. The lowest titles were given the bosses, managers, supervisors responsibilities, so they do not
want to give you the highest, what belongs to you, because they have made you the highest, to be the
worker while they, the lowest have become the highest authority due to devel flip flop. As you travel
up you can loose what you have gotten if you get tangled in the devels insurrection and web of deceit,
so be careful of the devel sorcery. You should know how to protect yourself, as the managers and
supervisors will get tip off easily by those who do not want you to get what is yours. Practice your
talking skills on your own in order to get information from others without letting them know that you
are looking for the highest leeder. Once you get to the highest leeder, then your journey is over.
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Devel’s Article Messages
All types of Devels are to read their Article from their places where they are from especially those sent
out last year, 2016 from about July to now.
The Interlope
The Interlope Maker’s husband, Charles, said that he is the Devel and his wife has nothing to do with
it. He said he is the original Interlope devel. He said he is the one who wants to be a leeder and will
do anything to become that leeder and the maker of their lives. The Interlope species, they interwined
into anything they are not to, they override all rules and orders, and they are the sex sin devels, the
sextile, sin devels, incest, orgies, group sex, and they can blend into may things. The Interlope said
they are not supernaturals.
The Man’s Build-Up Story
All man/bans are build-up from the Dill Do. I created the Dill Do to stimulate the vagina. The first
pussy stimulator is the woman’s finger, as women came into the Chreations of life without husbands.
Women came into the chreation with their offsprings in their bodies. The original chreators know the
genealogical and biological manner to chreate life. For a long time, women did not have husbands and
lived without them. After the chreators developed their chreations big enough, they had time to plan
other life events.
I developed the Dill Do/Dill Doer by understanding the woman’s body and the stimulated areas. The
dill doer that I designed moves, and has vigor. After using the Dill-Do, I decided to add more to it so it
can work in other ways. I am a flesh chreator so I chreated the Dill-Do from flesh. I build-up the dillDo and modified it as I build it up so it will work. I build it up and had a rough form of it and I tested
it to make sure it worked as I want it to. After a while, I had a full blown doll looking Dill-doer. I
carved it down and modified it well enough and tested it out. It worked and I add more things to it to
make it work better. I eventually created a figure of a man with good height and strength in the right
places to do the work of the Dill Do. I then have a play mate that I use to titillate my Dill/pussy, and it
could do other things as well. I have my Dill play mate for a good while and then I gave it a voice, a
brain, additional flexibility, and then I had a talking and doing playmate for many years. I had no
problem with my Dill-Doer play mate. However, I am a chreator, and so I decided to add more to my
play mate.
I gave it skills, knowledge, understanding and many things so it can function in a different way than
before. It worked, and I made many adjustments to it until it really worked in a unique way. After
many modifications, I had a good version of a talking, doing, and knowledgeable man that I chreated.
I allowed it to develop and mature in my way before I allowed other Chreators to know about it. When
they saw what I had chreated, they wanted as well, and so I allowed others to have it as well. They
modified the man to their Chreation form, taste and their own liking. Man build-up continued, as I
know that they are not like a woman. Other chreator add things to their man and removed things from
their man so they fit their places and how they want their man to exist. Other chreators also began to
learn how to make man for themselves and to make them in their own images, to their own liking, and
to fit their own chreations, as all chreations are different and the makeup, build up, design, and the
form of life is different.
So, woman Chreators design man as their play mate and they allowed man to develop by going to
school and developing as a functioning life in their chreation. Man became a common thing to have
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and many chreators far and wide make and create man as their play mate. In a very far, far, far, far,
away place, the man saw the woman chreator doing her work and felt that she should not be doing
what she was doing. Man developed certain knowledge by going to school. Man is not a chreator.
First, he watched the chreator and then he learned about her goings and comings. Then he continued to
watch her without her knowledge. Then eventually he approached her and told her that she should not
be dong her work in that manner. Then she realized what he was talking about as she had sensed
something, but she wasn’t sure. The man had been reading her diaries and then took a look at her work
without her knowledge. She sat him down and explained to him that a creator’s job is not what he can
understand and only she knows her work. The man couldn’t understand the difference between the
Creator and himself. He was not satisfied with her answer. The man began to do his own research and
to ask many questions of others to develop knowledge of a creator.
In many creations, there are many different orders of life and many different rank and levels of
creators. In that creation, there were other ranks of creators who are called Makers. The man asked
others outside his community many creation questions, for a long time and developed knowledge
illegally. Eventually he began to go to other creator far below his level and used his authority as the
Creator’s play mate to gain entrance to areas he is not to be in. He used his authority, abused it, and
gathered information and knowledge. He began to learn chemistry, physics, biology, geniology, and
much more. He abducted creators at the lower levels and began to peruse their knowledge as he leaned
to do in school. He gained a lot of knowledge, and he put himself above the lower level creators to
watch them in disguise to see how they do their creations. He learned a lot from them illegally and
then he had a lot of illegal/mal practiced information not for a man. His wife did not suspect him to be
doing anything wrong, as he is to be in school, time is different there, and a chreator do not watch her
play mate. Everyone live in freedom and happiness, and no one suspect others doing wicked things.
The creator also has many jobs to do, as she has to take care of her creation. The man also began to
experiment with chemicals.
After a while, the man learned a lot and he approached the Creator, his owner, and told her he wants to
be a creator. She sat him down and explained who he is, what limitations he has, and why he could not
become a creator. The man was not satisfied with the answer. The man had already made decisions
how he would handle situations based on her response to his request. The man decided and planned
for a long time how to overpower his wife to take from her. He practiced for a long time and when he
developed more knowledge and practiced with the lower level creators he learned a lot about the
woman’s body, her brain, and he decided when to attack his owner. He attacked her in her sleep and
he removed many valuables from her brain. He continued to do this for a long while until she began to
feel the difference inside of her. The man began to use her knowledge. He used it to gain more
knowledge from those he abducted and those who disappeared. The creator didn’t suspect her
playmate/husband to be the one who was abducting her creators, killing them, and destroying her
places. The man began to create wickedness with chemicals and a lot of other things. The man made
many hiding places and was very discreet and sly. The man learned a lot and he continued to remove
from his wife her knowledge and her skills, and he used the chemical to do wickedness to her. He
injected her with many wicked things and he learned how to damage her.
When she realized that it was her playmate/husband and she tried to kill him, he already learned how
to resurrect himself from the lower level creators as he controlled their minds. She did kill him and he
resurrected himself, as he had already developed other men to help him. He already taught them how
to resurrect and when she killed him, they resurrected the play mate. Other creators had their play
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mates as well. The man killed his wife and took her power and authority, and he killed many lower
level creators and used them to do what he wanted. He resuscitated his wife many times and removed
more powers, as he goes on and on with wickedness. The wickedness he made got in him, and it
destroyed his inside. He then recreated himself. Then he goes to the junior creators and ordered them
to recreate him, and they did it as best as they could. The man found out from his wife and others that
she is not the originator of man and so the man continued to do wickedness.
The man tried to overpower the top-level creators, but they were steadfast and they did not allow him
to overpower them. Then the man decided to use power and force to subdue them so, he went and
chopped down some important things and then he turned the entire place upside down and put the
higher-level creators at the bottom and then put the lower level ones at the top. This caused many
catastrophic bad events in the entire globe of creations that were interconnected to that one place. This
catastrophe was no where near or far from us, so we did not know of this event. Then the man used the
lower level workers to leed the creators and the lower level creators to leed the higher-level creators
and the entire creation was lopsided. This devel developed many man devels and they controlled the
creations. This created many fights, wars, terror, horror, disasters, treachery, deceit, pain, torture,
torment, insurrections and so much more adjectives to use that are all bad. This went on for a very
long time until many of them could take it no more.
The man found ways to tear down the creation and many of them found that they could get out of that
place. They got out and wandered away. Many of them died as they were without food and shelter.
They learned to eat air, eat electricity, eat gas, eat energy, eat power, and some ate each other. They
learned to make boats from anything they could find and many drowned. They learned many things
the hard ways. Some were successful in getting away and others found navigating tools they had in the
creation and learned how to remove items from their creation and to make things to get away. They
wandered away until they came to other places. They learned to dig and to bore through hard surfaces
and they became insects and animals. They learned that they cannot go into other territories as they
will become other things. They learned how to survive in other areas and they learned how to get
inside other species, animals and other lives and learn how they exist and tried to become like them.
They are fighters and warmongers, and they learned how to overpower others. In their creations where
they come from, they are many different types of them. Some of them have thick skin while some have
thin skin. They took over many creations with their learned tactics from their warmonger creation
where the man turned the place upside down. They overpowered many creations and learned their
knowledge and learned to make effigies to put themselves in and to become like the true lives of the
creations.
The man leeder also tracked them down and found where they have gotten entry into other places and
he also learned how to overpower others and to take from them. He tore down many creations with
these tactics and goes from one creation to another destroying, killing, and taking over. Then he began
to search for the original chreator of man. He created a song that goes something like this: Are you my
mother, are you my mother, wow, wow, wow. Are you my mother, are you my mother wow, wow,
wow. What did you use to make me, what did you use to make me, wow, wow, wow…………. A
you a me mumma, a you me mumma, whaay, whaay, whaay. A you a me mumma, a you a me
mumma, whaay, whaay, whaay. A whey you tek bring me, a whey you tek bring me whaay, whaay
whaay. The devel kept going from place to place and from creations to creations singing this song and
asking for the chreator who originates him. While he was doing that, he was stealing from the creations
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and taking their titles and their valuables and taking them from themselves. The devel, his deception,
his tricks, his insurrections, and his wickednesses continued up to today.
So, what happen to man since then? Man stopped other man from developing. Man caused man not to
be developed, because man wants to be a woman and to be a creator and a leader when he was not
developed. Man was just a small imagination. Man is not in any chreation. Woman is the chreator of
all types of lives and things that exist. Woman chreated animals, bunts, plants, trees, shrubs, water, air,
elements, power, energy, gas, electricity, ground, fish, mamals, buildings, telephone, pots, pans, shoes,
clothing, vehicles, paper, chairs, beds, all chreations and all things that exist. Man was not part of any
chreation and has no part in them. The most developed part of a man is his cocky/penis, as that is the
original Dill Doer I built up. Man get other man to join his man band wagon and to deceive them with
his soppy story of how woman do not want man to be leeders, and it is man who create life and man
speaks and the creation comes alive in seven days. Those speeches are from man who imagine a
perfect existence with him as the leeder and chreator, who speaks and things come alive in man’s ideal
existence of illusions and delusions.
Therefore, man continue to destroy and to develop wickednesses more and more while women do good
things with their lives. Man comes into our lives and upturn the chreations so they suffer and dry out,
and man wants to continue to leed and to destroy because it makes man feel good and a leeder. It is
not that a man could not become a leeder. It is that man was not developed to be a leeder at that early
stages. Man couldn’t wait and decided to make wickedness that destroys man and destroy chreations.
Man do not have patience. Man fail to have understanding as their brain is not developed. Man use
brute force to get things done. Man is a warmonger. Man do not listen and do not want to feel with
emotion. They squeeze their emotions down to pretend that they are tough and they are not even a
toddler or a baby. They have no understanding and they do not have a limit. Man go over the limit
and they are unruly. This is because they are not developed and they will full up and overflow quickly,
as they are not a person or a somebody; they are realms that are figment of imaginations.
The man devel goes from creation to creation forcing women creators to remake him into a chreator
and a leeder and to make him be their leeder. Some women remake him. However, he has many
copies and multiples of himself and he knows how to transform from one copy to another. What did
man do next? Man takes over the women chreation by reducing himself and the other men into small
grains and bore through the lives in the creations skin. They put holes in the lives bodies and take over
their minds. The men then control the creations and put many instruments, many threads, and fibers
inside their bodies and head to control the women and the chreators. Man destroys women chreations,
and man use force and sorcery to control women. Then man use women to do the work and then say
that he is leeding the women and so he did it. He makes himself a leeder over the women, and he can
order life to create by forcing the creators to create what he wants them to create, as the man has many
powers of sorcery that they use overhead. The men use many incondesants blankets that no one can
see through, and the women do not know what is over their heads, and they are under the man sorcery
power and man insurrection, as they do not know wickedness. The women create safety and protection
and they do not create wickedness.
I use the word man to explain that I am talking about the penis one. I did not create man. The creator
of “Man” used information I developed, and she created her man for herself. She puts into the man the
things that she wants to be in him and then she made the man from her own design. Ban/Man in this
Earth is made differently than that devel man. However, Ban in this Earth is limited, as they are not
I protect my words with sense melia and ucalyptus oil
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from the original chreation of life. Ban cannot take in too much in their brain and should not take in
too much. Ban/man in this Earth is not the leader and must not lead any lives.

LAN TAM AIRLINES
From: Paulett Hemmings
To: equipajelim@lan.com
Sent: 12/16/2016 10:00:14 P.M. Eastern Standard Time
Subj: Missing or Stolen Watch
Hello LATAM,
On Monday, December 12, 2016, I was traveling from Chili through Quito/LIMA airport with a final
destination to Miami. My flight number is Latam Airlines Peru (ticket attached). I had to go through
the Quito/LIMA checkpoint where I was told to remove my watch and put in a bin.
When I walked through the checkpoint screening and came out the other side, I collected my jacket
and hand bag and luggage, but did not see the watch to put back on my hand. When I was on the
airplane, I realized my watch was missing. I asked the flight attendant and she said they are about to
leave. I told her to have the checkpoint search for my watch.
When I arrived at Miami International, the flight attendant told me to get the email information from
one of the customer service desk as the watch was found in Peru. Send my watch to my home
address. It is two-toned with silver and gold Citizen Eco watch with a big face and it is heavy. I look
forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Paulett Hemmings
_____________________
Carol Cotoras (LATAM)
March 14, 13:20 CLST
Dear Ms. Hemmings,
We acknowledge receipt of your claim, informing
us the loss of a watch on December 12th.
Please be informed that, in an attempt to assist you, we have conducted a search with our Lost &
Found department unfortunately, without positive results.
It is necessary to mention that personal belongings are the exclusive responsibility of our passengers.
We are very sorry for all the inconveniences involved.
Sincerely,
Carol Cotoras,
Customer Relations
LATAM Airlines
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Paulett Hemmings
March 27, 2017
to LATAM
Hello Ms. Cotoras,
Thank you for following up with my claim. I wore my watch on the international trip because it gives
me the time without having to change it myself. I go through your checkpoint in Quito, Equador
connecting from one flight to another. I did not design the checkpoints, and I do not have laws and
rules that we must strip ourselves at the checkpoint while going through the checkpoints. I had no idea
that I would be connecting from one flight to another and being told to take off my watch.
If I had refused to take off my watch, you would have had me arrested for disobeying your laws. I
complied with your request, and it is your responsibility to have a safe checkpoint area since you
request us to remove many items from our bodies before getting through your areas. Checkpoints are
high stressed areas and extreme heavy traffic is not my doing. I would like reimbursement for my
watch. The airline is responsible for my lost belonging as you told me to take it off. I contacted you
about my stolen watch since December 16, 2016, and no one responded until I contacted you again in
March 2017. I had to try to find another means of getting your address as there is no contact telephone
information or physical address from your airport representatives or from the web sites. The
December email is below and a picture and the cost of my watch ($575.00) is below. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Paulett Hemmings
____________________
Carol Cotoras (LATAM)
March 28, 09:44 CLST
Dear Ms. Hemmings,
We acknowledge receipt of your mail regarding your
experience while travelling from Santiago to Quito with our Company.
Please be advised that your comments have been provided to the company’s Security Department who
have already conducted the corresponding investigation and implemented a solution with the objective
of preventing these events from reoccurring.
It is important to mention that standard aeronautical and national security procedures are in place at
each airport to avoid situations like the one you mention in your mail and the corresponding
government entities must conduct related investigations as they deem necessary.
We do understand the reasons for which you may feel upset for the inconveniences experienced and
regret the feelings that you mention in your letter, however, we are unable to offer any compensation
as a result of the actions and/or treatment of local government authorities.
I protect my words with sense melia and ucalyptus oil
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Thank you for the opportunity to review this matter for you
Sincerely,
Carol Cotoras,
Customer Relations
LATAM Airlines
___________________________
Paulett Hemmings
March 29, 2016
to LATAM
Hello Ms. Cotoras,
I would like to get my watch that was stolen from your airport screening Security connection on
December 12, 2016.
You offer airplane flights through unsafe airports and my watch stolen is your responsibility. I did not
choose to take off my watch or any belongings. It is your rule that I follow. I had my clothing on and
you request for me to take off my watch and so it is your responsibility. I do not provide security or
manage the airport checkpoints and so I am not responsible, you are.
You have security cameras, and you cannot tell me that your security camera were not working. I have
corresponded with your airline since the incident occurred and with email since December 16, 2016.
You must reimburse me the cost of my watch or your airline will not succeed. Shame and disgrace on
you. Shame and disgrace on you. Shame and disgrace on you. Shame and disgrace on you.
Regards,
Paulett A. Hemmings
__________________________
Carolina Flindt (LATAM)
April 11, 13:05 – 03
Dear Ms. Hemmings,
Please be advised that your comments have been already provided to the company’s Security
Department who have already conducted the corresponding investigation and implemented a solution
with the objective of preventing these events from reoccurring.
It is important to mention that standard aeronautical and national security procedures are in place at
each airport to avoid situations like the one you mention in your mail and the corresponding
government entities must conduct related investigations as they deem necessary.
We do understand the reasons for which you may feel upset for the inconveniences experienced and
regret the feelings that you mention in your letter, however, we are unable to offer any compensation
I protect my words with sense melia and ucalyptus oil
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as a result of the actions and/or treatment of local government authorities.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this matter for you
Sincerely,
Carolina Flindt,
Customer Relations
LATAM Airlines
These email communications are to demonstrate that the checkpoints have no reason to be in airports
or any port. The checkpoints are stealing points. Devels create checkpoints and devels live there. No
one in this earth is a criminal and no one needs to be searched and patted down and to be looked on as
a criminal. The devels are the criminals and they take over our airports and are leeding the terror and
the war. The devels say it is us who are doing those bad things when it is them. They call themselves
federal and high profiled investigations are done by federals as they are the ones doing the wicked
things and they do not want the states to find out. These devel checkpoints are causing us expense and
loss of our valuable properties and all TSA searches and operations must stop immediately. LATAM
must reimburse me the cost of my watch or return it to me.
All Bibles, and Holy Books are written and inspired by the insect, animal, species, devels such as the
Federal governments, Republics, Monarchies, British Monarchies, Interloupe, and others. Many
Chreations have similar books with words, phrases, names, and places changed.
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, gazettes, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes,
churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, TVs, Radios, Newspapers, Internet sources, etc. New
York State Governor’s Office employees are to distribute the Articles so all the public can get it.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes,
Municipal gazettes. The website is naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put in the National
Registry, Register, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
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